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In this issue: Person of the Year, Lots of Fetuses, Your Resume, The Economy, a SUPER DOOPER
BEST OF INSERT to remind you how much funnier the Koala used to be, Zombia Joseph Bueys, North
Korea and Dirty, Dirty Group Sex

this is the
motherfucking ed
box, the whole
motherfucking
ed box and
nothing but the
motherfucking ed
box so help me
motherfucking god
I’m not enough of a chauvinist to believe that women aren’t
as smart, or as creative as men. No, oh no, my chauvinism
goes MUCH deeper than that.
Peacocks have large tails to demonstrate that they have
resources to waste. What’s the equivalent detection
mechanism for female peacocks? Simply good eyesight. It
doesn’t take anything more than seeing that giant plume to
get them in the mood.
But why is it that human women are so attracted to people
with seemingly useless skills, such a wit, or musical ability?
Failed musicians get laid constantly, but does a failed
investment banker? Obviously not. But why? Because
cultivating those sorts of “useless” traits demonstrates
glucose to waste. Does that mean that women are
uncreative dumb skanks? Well they are, but no. They
require the detection mechanisms necessary to identify
mates that have favorable traits. But what this means is
that I don’t really give a shit if you think you’re funny; Your
comedic ability is only there to detect my awesomeness,
nothing more.

caption this
motherfucking photo

What could possibly be
better than bacon tits?
Theoretically, your caption.
Email editor@koala.ucsd.edu
with your comedic genius.

Killed After Birth
Kris J. Gregorian
3rd Trimester Abortions
Boss DJ, Bitch Tacular,
2nd Trimester Abortions
Wes (Pocket Brad), Ricky Ricardo, Armen, Short Bus Gus,
David the Carpenter, Frankie Nine Inch, Jackson Hole,
Skillz, SDSU Koala
1st Trimester
Davey G, Stevie Why, B-Rad, the L-Word, MamaPimp,
Sours, Milk, E-Dogg, Jer, T-Bone, Barton, Marcus, Paula K.,
Eugene, Dirty, Moximo
Stuck in Condom
Nicholle Pierro
“The KOALA meets Fridays at 4:20pm above AS Soft
Reserve. Bring your spare liver.”

Remember this the next time you try to impress me with
your stupid opinion. You know what impresses me? Creme
Brulee.
Love,
Kris Motherfucking Niggorian
Editor-in-Queef
The Koala

It was a sunny day when Ashley and I decided it was the kind of weather that called for dresses. We both giggled as we slid out
of our nighties and chose the perfect sun dress, complimenting our lithe pubescent forms. It was actually a little uncomfortably
warm, and sharing a bed with my best friend had made me kind of horny. Sometimes she would give me this look, as if she
knew I was salivating for her. We went outside and I swear you could smell my lust. She looked at me with that look, the kind
of that pierce my soul. She grabbed my as we walked past and put something over my mouth. Next thing I knew I was in her
basement, gagged, bound on all fours and I had a funnel sticking out of my ass. Ashley giggled as I squirmed uncomfortably. Sure
I liked her, but like this? What was this? As she poured hot wax into the funnel, I could feel it burning the inside of my tight
asshole. She bent over and whispered, “This publication may have been funded in part or in whole by funds allocated by the
ASUCSD. However, the views expressed in this publication are solely those of THE KOALA, its principal members
and the authors of the content of the publication. While the publisher if this publication is a registered student
organization at UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements and views expressed in this or any other
publication published and/or distributed by THE KOALA are not endorsed by and do not represent the views,
opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University of California and the
Regents or their officers, employees or agents. The principal members of each Student Media bear and
assume full responsibility and liability for the content of their publication.” then lit my asshole on fire.

U-C-S-D Spells

F-A-I-L
You don’t actually need to read this.
Just by enrolling here, you’ve already shot yourself in the foot. Hell, while you’re at it, go shoot someone else in the foot for fun. It’s not like a
felony record could hurt your job search any more.
When discussing your education, every interview will go one of two ways:
1. “Never heard of UCSD.” Honestly, you might as well have gone to the University of Phoenix. At least they have name recognition.
2. “Ah, the party school.” Right there your interview may as well be over. Your employer could care less about your years of involvement, your
spotless educational record, or the gigantic stick duct taped to the golden spoon that is conveniently lodged in your ass. If you play it off right,
your would-be boss might see you as a good coke hook, but this is basically a death knell.
But some crazy students go farther than attending a shitty, no-name university. They actually join clubs, and even worse, list them on their resume.
Just find the personal brand of fail you’ve chosen and see what your lack of poor choices in college say about you...

Pre-Professional Societies
You just flagged yourself as supernaturally
boring. For instance, no one expects a
dentist to be interesting, but when you
start telling interviewers about your
duties in the Pre-Dental Society the effect
will be, well, anesthetic. President of the
Society of Civil and Structural Engineers?
Well, if you’re so great, how come you
couldn’t engineer yourself into something
less boring, like the Pre-Dental Society?

Anything SAAC-affiliated

MEChA

You may as well hold a rally to announce that you’re
an insufferable whiner and that you deserve special
treatment. (Except that with SAAC groups, your “rallies”
never had more than an audience of a dozen – don’t
mention that when they ask about your experience).
If the employer knows of your club and its gazillion
“cultural demonstrations”, they also realize that you’re
a complete narcissist and your idea of business casual
involves a muumuu. Finally, your proud membership in
a SAAC-affiliated club demonstrates that you’ll demand
days off to “celebrate” whenever you feel like it. Or, if
you’re part of the Black Student Union, make that all of
February.

A special variety of SAAC-affiliated club,
and you’ll have it to thank for never getting
a security clearance. Or did you forget
the part of the security questionnaire that
goes “Have you ever been a member of
an organization dedicated to the violent
overthrow of the United States”? You could
just join The Koala instead – same security
stigma, but our groupies are ironically
more diverse. And unlike field trips to kill
Las Migras, our meetings are more fun the
second time – try a few, every Friday at 4:20.

OH,YOU DID SOMETHING EVEN MORE WORTHLESS IN COLLEGE?
Sports clubs: Save time, write “I will bankrupt the company’s health insurance” on your forehead.
Service orgs: You have a million things to do, none of which is your job. Your coworkers will hate you, just like everyone at school. Or did you
think there was another reason why you never spend spring break in this country?
AS: Given a small amount of power, you will attempt to restructure the company and flaunt your opinions as if they were gospel. You will,
however, be an expert at Robert’s Rules of Order. Would you like fries with that? Can I get a second? Resolved, customer would like fries.
The Guardian: In the real world, it’s actually necessary for people to read what you write.
DVC:You have lots of relevant experience, especially when it comes to laser light shows, oontze oontze, and creating cottage industries for
ecstacy dealers.
CSO: Spending the last 4 years following women to their cars and flexing your flashlight is only going to help you if the position requirements
include, “being a walking sexual harrassment case.”
College Republicans:You’re woefully out of touch with the current political climate of your peers, but it’s okay because you’ll sue the shit out
of them if they disagree.
Cal-Animage Beta: If the job you’re applying for includes cave-dwelling, you’re set. Good luck asking for that Naruto streaming server and the
50 boxes of Pocky, though.

*Notable Exceptions*

Fraternities: In this economy, weekly blowjobs are a small price to pay for a career at your big bro’s father’s law firm.
Sororities: In this economy, daily blowjobs are a cost-effective resume booster for that fluffer career you’ve always deserved.
Co-Ops: At least you’ll visually fit in with the other migrant field workers that you professed to love so much before you
dropped out.
The MQ: The world can always use another kayaking instructor.

I am Become Death, Destroyer of Worlds
Hedonism is staring at the edge of sanity with irrelevance; Eyeing that line between too much and indulgence
beyond reason and choking on your on laughter as you fly past any lines of demarcation. I never had the hubris
to assume that I could get something right on the first try, so I error on the side of caution before I throw it to the
wind. People always say there’s a point before going overboard that they call the “perfect amount” that I always
knew was bullshit...I would just fuck it up anyway and leave myself on the shitty side of not enough so I might as
well embrace the insanity and just have it all.
I have to say, as a fairly experienced dom (that’s short for “dominant” you
fucking virgin) I am rarely given the sort of psychological stimulation
I need from a girl. I mean, sure they get down their and suck
a dick, or fuck you, but I’m a dom because it’s the natural
compliment to the submissive. The sub needs me to tell
her what to do, otherwise she won’t enjoy intercourse.
Earlier that day, I woke everyone up with a proposal:
“Lets snort this oxy.” It seemed like a reasonable
idea, so we did a little. The other two left to buy
supplies for the night’s festivities while I lay there
awash with pleasure. There was a girl...let’s call
her Diana..peering at me curiously. I honestly
don’t remember what happened next, and not
because I blacked out, but because the only
thing I remember was unadulterated pleasure.
I found myself fucking her, and with every
stroke she whimpered like a puppy. She
asked me if she could come. I was sort of
shocked, as if she had asked me if she could
cluck like a chicken. I said no, not because I
didn’t want her to enjoy herself, but because
I needed to be the last bastion of order
between us and absolute sensual oblivion.
I let her come. We kept putting awesome
through our noses and fell limp on the bed.
Opiates don’t make you numb or stupid,
just indifferent. I didn’t give a shit about
anything. I woke up and got a ride home to
shower for the night’s festivities: It was the
other girl’s birthday, and we had to celebrate.
The enumerated prop list for a birthday party
reads like a sad joke: Party hats, cake, and
This is where nose candy goes.
obligatory good wishes. When hedonists have
birthday parties their list goes something like
this: Ball gag, ankle/wrist/neck restraints, a strap
on dildo, a flogger, vibrators of various types,
salmon, creme brulee, and enough liquid shame to
drown a baby. We have this amazing dinner, cooked
by the birthday girl. Salmon, asparagus, poached
pear and endive salad. I’m still reeling from the daylight
activities, but I prepare myself for what’s next. After
dinner, the garters go on the two ladies begin the show. Diana
is supposed to dominate the birthday girl, but she’s reluctant...
until her pussy starts getting licked. She needs permission, but
she’s losing control of herself. As she begins to really let go I remind her what she needs. I whisper in her ear,
“Ask permission.” The show goes on, with various toys, positions, whips then the fucking starts. She asks, and
is always given. She’s a good girl. At some point the dessert comes out, and we refuel. We go at it for hours,
sucking and fucking like animals.
The girls start snorting the snow and the birthday girl snorts a line out of the blonde’s ass crack, which seems like
the most debaucherous thing we could have done, but you know where I went over the edge? I can still taste that
giant creme brulee bringing me to a writhing tastebud orgasm. Everyone has their proclivities.

A micro-bitching and moaning site.
favorite cunts.

Follow your

World Famous Top 5 Lists
Top Five signs you’re at UCSD
during finals.
1. Student store ran outta razor
blades and note paper
2. Can hear your own echo in Porter’s
Pub
3. An invisible school wide wet
blanket droops your head and saps
your life force
4. Starved for social interaction,
you turn entire drawer of socks into
puppets.
5. 4 bodies found floating face down
in Price Center fountain.
Top Ten Reasons to Date A White
Chick with Dreads
1. Because your last name is Smith
and I’m a Vietnamese with Aids
2. Even the ginger kids of the family
treat me like an outcast.
3. My legal guardian is Angelina Jolie.
4.Cause that way I technically didn’t
marry my cousin. him you can
5. I was photo-shopped into all my
baby pictures.
Top Ten Reasons to Date a White
Chick with Dreads
1. She always forgets you smoked all
her weed
2. She always forgets you smoked all
her weed. Wait, did I just print that?
3. She won’t use up all your
expensive shampoos and
conditioners
4. This one can appreciate dumpster
diving at fancy restaurants, unlike
your last three girlfriends
5.She’ll be the one getting searched
from now on.
6. With a few chosen words you can
make her feel guilty about wearing
clothes.
7. You can let her move in... to the
backyard and drink from the hose
8. Can now do everything E-40 says
in “Tell me When to Go”.
9. So many, many uses for ropes
attached to her head.
10. She isn’t black.
Top 5 Reasons the Cops Beat Me
1.Well they where the rythm
section...
2.To celebrate the completion of their
anger management class.
3.That rock I threw at them didn’t
help.
4.Neither did the ninja vanishing
smoke.
5.If only they put this list in the Police
Report...
Top 5 Things Found at the
Neverland Ranch
1.The Neverland Thousand Islands
2.Kool-aid flavored condoms.
3.Golden showers. Along with all the
other gold things in his bathroom,
duh.
4.Never Never Pants
5.The ghosts of a thousand butt
hymens

Top Five Reasons I don’t want to
play Wii any fucking more.
1.All this workout has me down to a
slender 245 pounds.
2. Bowling isn’t the same without the
cheap drinks and hidden racism.
3.Responsible for death of your own
grandmother after she just insisted
on playing another game of Wii
boxing...
4.Just filled the last 2 liter empty with
my own urine and feces so I gotta get
up, well after this- one- last- game...
5. The misses has a gun to my head
and would like to win for a change,
I’m betting she’s going to.
Top 10 Similarities Between Rosa
Parks and Jesus
1.Both don’t know the real daddy.
2.Both walk from place to place.
3.Both hated by Jews.
4.Both spoke a language we don’t
understand.
5.Both where left handed, do you not
believe in left handed Jesus?
6.Nobody knows exactly when they
where born or died.
7. Neither of them had followers that
could read.
8.Both walk from place to place.
9.Rosa Park rode on the back of the
bus, Jesus on the back of the cross.
10.Neither of them could love
Annalisa.
Bottom 5 Things I’ve done for a
Klondike bar
1.Clubbed baby klondike bars in front
of their mothers. Their chocolate
won’t wash off my hands.
2.Drowned my brother in the lake for
one taste of the precious, GOLEM.
3. Played chicken with the Exxon
Valdez and won
4.Circumcised by drunk rabbi with a
sander.
5. Eskimo Train (aka Polar Express)
Top 10 Animal Crossbreads
1.Octopus + racoon = Octocoon...two
shy of an NBA game
2. Turkey + Hippopotamus =
Turkeypottamous...large enough for
Thanksgiving at Nadia Suleman’s
3.camel + toad = cameltoad....it’s
skin is a little tight
4.Flamingo + maggot =
Flamingmaggot....feeds on gay
corpses
5. hippo + hampster = hipster, the
most hated animal of them all...
Bottom Five Hangover Cures
1.M.C. Escher Books.
2.Church retreat with your parents
3.Waking up in a hospital and finding
out you killed a family of four with
your Jetta.
4.The Gravatron
5.Waking up next to gay news editor
Matthew McCardle and there’s poo in
your hair and everywhere else.

Top 10 Places I’m going to stick
this Koala if you don’t take it
1.I’m gonna staple it to your hands
right after I staple your eyes open
2.Drop them over rural Africa where
villagers will kill for the metal bird
eggs, the Wachuboos blood is on
your hands
3.In a popular girls hands to make
you look that much less cool by
comparison
4.The media lounge.
5.Somewhere in your girlfriend that
rhymes with putt.
6. Fine if you don’t take it we can just
mail a copy straight to your parents.
They love us.
7. On top of our yearly bonfire where
we burn out our old editors ‘kindness’
impurities and forge a more perfectly
evil one
8. Politely back on top of the stack for
the next passerby.
9. RIGHT IN THIS RECYCLING BIN,
bitch!
10. In your gullet and then pour in
a handle of 151 on the day of your
final, you don’t want to get a B do
you?
Top 5 Reasons The Grove is going
under
1.Lack of appropriate sized cups, D
cups.
2.Used important tax receipts as
rolling papers.
3.Really shitty coffee.
4.Not the main reason but their
perpetual swarm of bees didn’t help
business.
5.What’s the Grove?
Top Five Places to hide in Hide n’
Seek
1.Handcuffed with a bag over our
heads in uncle Tommys van for three
days, he says the cops have already
stopped looking. YAY!!!
2.Deep within yourself, until you
have reached Nirvana.
3.The Loft during an Indie Rock show,
people free for at least the next 3
hours.
4.The dryer on your Res Hall 4th floor.
What are the chances the fat girl
next door will use it to masturbate
this early in the morning?
5.Narnia.
Ed. Note- Annalisa’s pussy.

We need lists,
you need to milk
some comedic
ejaculate from
our writers.
Fridays @4:20
in above AS Soft
Reserves
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Ed. Note- The dedicated Koala reader is probably
wondering why this gaping mouth is not filled by a Photoshopped cock. Turns out even Photoshop is unwilling
to stick a dick within 10 yards of Annalisa.

For
those of you who know Annalisa,
you probably wish you didn’t. For those of you
who don’t, my advice to you would be to keep it
that way. Annalisa is the girl everyone tries to love
but ends up hating. You want to love her because you
pity her. Shes fat, ugly and desperately wants to get laid.
But even this pity can’t outweigh what an insufferable cunt
this girl is. In my short time knowing (and trying to forget)
Annalisa, I’ve experienced new levels of how utterly disgusted
one person can make me. Annalisa is a bitch. Not just a bitch, rather
a giant black hole of unhappiness centered around her vagina, a place
where truly no joy has ever existed. To make it worse, she likes to extend
this unhappiness to others. Are you a guy who might get laid tonight? Not
if Annalisa is in a 10 yard earshot. Having a stable sexual relationship that
is both satisfying and
reciprocal? Not if this bitch
has anything to say. So,
from the
This
entire Koala, FUCK
YOU ANNALISA!!!!!!
girl is so easy to

make fun of, we decided to let you,
the reader take a shot at it. Complete this
Mad Lib and submit it at koala.ucsd.edu and
maybe we’ll post the best one. Hint- if you want
it to come out well, just use synonyms for fat,
ugly, and bitch.

Annalisa is a/an (adjective), (adjective), (adjective),
(adjective), stupid whore. Her stomach is bigger than
a (noun of considerable size). If they manufactured
(plural noun) big enough to to touch both sides of this
girl’s (noun that rhymes with wussy) maybe our economy wouldn’t be in the (noun). She has enough (part
of body) fat to sustain an Eskimo family all winter.
Would someone please (verb) this girl so her (adjective) (noun) can achieve proper pH balance. If no
one wants to (verb) her, which has been the case
for all of her (adjective) life, then will somebody just put this (adjective) cow out her misery. Its the humane (thing) to do. I thought
(Asian nationality) girls were supposed to
be thin, pretty, smart and (adjective). But
they packed this (type of sushi) roll a
bit too full. In short we all (verb typed
in ALL CAPS) Annalisa, the girl the
whole world should (verb).

UCSD Campus Police- Where do we start with this one? Let's go to the
score boards - Unorganized, half-retarded group of rapists=2, UCSD
Campus Police=0. Come on piggies! How is it that you can always sniff
out minor alcohol possession but a real rape goes down and you've got
nothing? As soon as The Koala cracks some freshman girl's baby-maker,
you're already on the scene with half the alcohol ticket already filled
out! It's not like these rapists are held up Hussein-style in some secret
underground bunker out by the Vis Arts building (although still possible
location for next Koala party lounge, ladies). Most likely, these dudes are
riding around in the back of the VA hospital shuttle bus, with their waist
covered with newspaper as they rub one out to some FOBy asian chick.
So UCSD Campus Police, we propose a joint collaborative effort between
The Koala and you. We'll keep all the frightened, impressionable young
girls safe here in our office, while you twiddle your thumbs, pondering
your foolish career choice, hoping some Asian guy will blow a load in
your face so you can take it back to the lab for evidence, sound fair?

THE RUN
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Marcia Strong

Thank you Marcia for demonst
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The Prophet Mohammad, Peace Be Unto Him

If you’re anything like us, you pretend
get away with ridiculous shit, but it’s
one is allowed to make fun of because
Mohammed’s second wife, Aisha was 9
that right, in Islam it is completely ac
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ment that Jabba The Hut lived on Earth. Now imagine that Jabba
nac, lobster, had a perm, wore platform shoes, and recently took an
nd telling America to go fuck itself. Okay stop imagining because
ut Kim Jong Il, Supreme Badass for Life of North Korea. Considering
rs For Life he beat out, such as the President for Life of Turkmenistan
dass he named all the months and days of the week, and made
part of the fucking driving test, you’ve got to have some dedicated
o come out on top of the bat-shit crazy dictator list. But you see,
, not like little Wheezy, literally, we’re not even sure if he’s still alive
mes this fat slob has coifed down enough Cognac and lobster (oh,
them with silver fucking chopsticks) to feed his entire country. As
ugh, he does badass shit like kidnap film makers from South Korea
make movies for him because he’s bored of his personal collection
ut really, what’s most awesome is if you want to meet him you just
o Ranch 99 Asian Market off Clairemont. He chills there next to
e drinks and dog steaks getting his swerve on and scarfing some
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trating to a very large number of students at UCSD that our
dministrative lackeys you represent are essentially professional
urocratic cocks that piss on any and all parades you cocksuckers
DVC as to why they couldn’t put on any events this quarter,
00 by AS. They were trusted with this money because the
ack record of throwing events that don’t blow, something you
u showed up to the water slide during SunGod (which MAY OR
Y THE KOALA) and pulled the banality of evil bullshit: “I’ssa just
say which incidentally is being a gigantic piece of shit that only
ey you were in the running because we actually envy your skills
ve balls at student orgs days before deadlines and pretend like
who else were just doing their jobs? The Nazis.

d like you don’t really understand consequences just so you can
a whole fuckton easier if some ass-backwards religion that no
e they’ll stone you to death justifies it in advance. The Prophet
9 years old when he consumated their marriage. Yeah, you read
cceptable to have sex with a 9 year old child* because The
tached, no caveats, no need to give a goat to someone’s father,
The Prophet is the model for morality and if he does something
uestion this, you are an Apostate and the punishment is death.
o The Prophezee Moheezee for putting our consciouses at ease.
t blood, and all the screams of anguish that fucking those girls
who am I to question a messenger of God? In case you were
cotton candy, just like you thought it would.

*Sahih al-Bukhari 7:62:88
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Somalian
Pirates certainly
have to be some of the
dumbest motherfuckers
on the face of the planet.
I can understand blackon-black crime because it’s
unlikely your foe is going to
defend themselves since spears
and a perpetual victim complex
are hard to throw off a boat.
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ng acceptance letters to people who got rejected from UCSD is
who have AIDS “Nah, it’s cool you’re clean, you’re just going
e balls by a random stranger every day” then going up to them
some mace and yelling “PSYCHE! You’ve just got AIDS of the
our oxy habit at UC Merced.” But hey, UCSD likes to go a step
d. You see, the problem here is they probably hired all of the
ve action fuckwastes that WENT to UCSD. Maybe they thought
black THIS PERSON IS A RETARD AND IS RIDING THEIR RACE
AY INTO THE ETHNIC STUDIES DEPARTMENT applications were
to go into the white THIS PERSON IS CAUCASIAN AND HAS
e. But hey, we’re fans of ruining peoples’ expectations, so they
onorable mention. Keep up the good work guys!

ate

But, these dipshits had to
rob white people which has
never ended well for the
black man. Wait...Isn’t
Obama raising
taxes for the
middle
class?
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there’s
one thing
that fucked
up royally this
year, it’s the market.
Since you’re a Koala fan
you probably understand
dick about the market, so let me give you an analogy:
If you loaned me your bong and you told your dealer
there’s no way I would lose it so you promised it to him
for some weed and smoked it then I went and traded
the bong for more weed we would all be REALLY REALLY
FUCKING HIGH and eat a bunch of cheesewhiz but
then I would totally puke on your carpet and all over
your kitchen counter, your mom would have to clean
up the puke. Your mom is the public, and my puke is
the economy. Your mom just married a black man who
requires daily anal sex. Your black step dad is China.
Oh, and T’ron is going to smoke whatever weed you
have left because he’s a nigger

o my
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www.tailgatebeer.com

www.tailgatebeer.com

what is tailgate beer?

Tailgate Beer, a new local craft brew owned and operated by an SDSU Class of 2008 graduate.

I can’t drink a whole keg...

Well, you have our sympathy and only quitters say can’t. That said, TailGate Beer is proud to
announce 22oz bottle availability in liquor stores! Make sure you ask every liquor store you
frequent if they carry TailGate Beer, Amber Wave.

where can I find tailgate beer?
Porter’s Pub - UCSD campus Pub
Seau's Restaurant – Mission Valley
Phil's BBQ – Point Loma
Lahaina’s Beach House - Pacific Beach
Canes Bar and Grill – Mission Beach
The Ruby Room – Hillcrest
The Boardwalk – Mission Beach
Guava Beach – Mission/Pacific Beach
Hamilton’s Tavern - South Park

Beer King - Clairemont Mesa
PB Tap Room - Pacific Beach
Keg n’ Bottle - College Area
Louie's Suds n' Sun – SDSU campus pub
Woodstock’s Pizza - College Area
Jt’s Pub - Mission Gorge
Filipi's Pizza Grotto – Mission Valley
Various Liquor Stores throughout San Diego County
www.tailgatebeer.com/findtailgatebeer

I wear my sisters hand-me-downs.
So does the owner of TGB, he looks great! If you’re unhappy with your current wardrobe
and proud of your love for TailGate Beer, shop online! Order a T-Shirt, or girly tank! Or you
could always mug the owner of TGB, he’s usually around Porter’s Pub hanging with Stephen.

unemployed? want to intern?

Submit a résumé to TailGate Beer! Great work environment and tons of opportunity for young,
up and coming professionals. TailGate has room and opportunity for all majors: accounting,
graphic design, web design, marketing and much more! intern@tailgatebeer.com

america's unofficial pastime
Finely handcrafted, original brews from San Diego, California
Owned and operated by an SDSU alumnus

Pedophilia Tips with Emperor Palpatine
Dear Koala,
You are doing very well, my young apprentices. Soon, very soon, we will have the strength to rule uCSD
and crush the Rebellion! i see much promise in The Koala as you turn to the Dark side of the force with the
sluts and the booze. Your campaign of hate makes the dark side grow strong! Alas, my powers are weakened without the touch of the youngest midichlorians from the most nubile of young jedi boys. You’re Surprised? How else did you think i shoot lasers from my fucking hands? Little boy gravy! Muhahahahaha!!!
Here are some tips
-The Emperor (The true Koala Editor)
1. Let them play with your light saber a bit, and by light saber, I mean my wrinkly, bloodshot cock.
2. Use the Force! Repeat after me- You have never been touched there! You will not tell your parents about this! Of course add appropriate force hand wave
(from right to left).
3. Don’t forget to put up your deflector shields. Do you remember what happened last time I couldn’t get the deflector shields up? Of course, by deflector shield
I mean condom and by last time I mean the time when the CSI team dug my spunk out of that little boy’s pooper! Damn!
4. Get to his father first! I suggest dismembering him and then making him wear a ridiculous black suit with poor ventilation. The the little morsel will be all
yours!
5. Always good to be a senator first like me, then they will look up to you. Just look at Republican U.S. Senator Larry Craig, despite past allegations of
cocaine use and sex with a young boy the Sith Master still has the balls to try to fuck a police officer in an airport bathroom!

“Working on Preuss School
Death Star... Come here my
little darlings”
-The Emperor
“Fill your heart with hate!
And then fill your mouth with
my semen! GOOOOOODD!!!”
- The Emperor

Tardian Suffers yet another crushing defeat at the hands of
sloshball league champions, The Koala
Normally, this article would go in party reviews, but calling this
ass-whooping a party would be like calling the Sudanese genocide a
kickback. The opening drink-off was the only time their utter defeat
was not certain. Our lazy editor Kris Niggorian, whose chugging
skills remind me of a 5 year old girl, got owned my Guadian editor
McTardle who ironically has the emotional complex of a 5 year old
girl. The Tardian then offered ex-editor drink-offs, but the Koala’s
ex-editor refused for some unknown reason. What McTardle had in
chugging, he certainly lacked in staying power, because he proceeded
to pass out from those beer. Apparently beer has a lot more alcohol
compared to what McTardle usually takes down his throat, and with
less of a protein-y finish. As if Koala veterans Sam Skillz, DaveyG,
Davidsonofhitler, StevieWhy, JerBear, and MarcusX weren’t enough,
the freshmen rookies TaylorMade, Armenhammer, and Wesside
would make most seasoned sloshball veteran cringe in terror. Within
a few innings, the Tardian had retreated to their usual position of
intellectual indifference. In Koala WebGem of the game, all-star
Davidsonofhitler fielded a ground ball from left center field and then
out-sprinted Tardian base runner to 1st base. The humiliation reached
palpable levels as the Koala’s lead climbed into the 20’s and Zach
Flowers insults melted into nonsensical babel. When the keg was
finally tapped, the score was a bind-blowing 28-4. Looks like the
Tardian will be buying the keg next year, and, for that matter, every
year until their eventual Koala-induced depression drives them all to
attempt mass suicide. The game couldn’t have gone any better, for
like every great sporting event, it ended with a fight. And not just any
fight, a girl fight between sexually ambiguous Guardian Managing
editor Hadley and scorned, emotional wreck MaryO. While Hadley
cowered with her Guardian cohorts, MaryO attempted to fight every
other Guardian girl she perceived to be prettier than her. Bottom line,
Koala mops the floor with Tardian and secures yet another free keg
for next year and I got my first taste of the sweetest nectar of all,
Tardian tears.

Tales From the Wesside
It’s Thursday afternoon and I find myself cruising around downtown with
Jeremy in his parents’ 10 year old SL500. As we escape the constant gloom
that seems to hang over UCSD the weather isn’t the only thing that starts to
improve. I see a group of girls who I could, for once, imagine sustaining an
erection for. They like the car, its older, but fuck, its a Mercedes SL500 and
still has some of that good old Nazi flare. We cruise through the Gas Lamp
district and pull up to one of the many luxury car dealerships. Our goal is to
sell this beautiful Jew-slaughtering machine for Jeremy’s parents before it
gets so old Ashton Kutcher won’t even ride it. We hop out of the Benz and
are met by the much expected rich Persian guy who, we both assume, owns
this dealership and probably will refer to us both as ‘bro’ for the entire negotiation. The Persian scratches his neck beard and offers Jeremy $14,000 for
the car, $1,000 above what we wanted for it. Jeremy signs the contracts and
the Armani Persian gets one of his man-slaves to drive us back to La Jolla.
What a steal, right? Not only did we get to fuck over one of our least favorite
minorities, but we even scored a ride back! Wrong. Turns out Jer’s parents
originally bought the car for $95,000! That’s a shit load of depreciation on a
car. As we cruise through Mira Mesa. I begin to draw parallels with another
expensive asset that tends to depreciate rather quickly for this Koala, pussy.
Buying a car is a lot like dating a girl. When you first drop the 95 g’s on
that new, hot, sleek double set of lips, its great. You take that bitch out for
joy rides all the time, show her off to all your friends, make sure she’s well
maintained, and hell, maybe even check her oil every now and then. She’s
your baby, and every time you throttle her, you want to kick it into 5th gear
and burn of some, for lack of a better word, rubbers. But just like an SL500,
even the hottest girl starts to depreciate. Whether its age, wear and tear,
or just plain lust over a newer, faster model. Even the little things start to
stand out. Her cup holders aren’t big enough, she leaks every month, and
she won’t take it in the tailpipe. Before you know it, you’re practically begging to swap that shit to another buyer, dirty Persian men included.
So how do us motorists ride that Vag Highway in style? Well just like the
automobile, women can, and should be leased. Don’t blow your proverbial
load all on one sweet ride when there are so many others out there that
can handle the curves just as well, if not better. Hell, don’t even lease, you
can always test drive that slut! Not only will this plan guarantee you never
get stuck with a beater with all kinds of body issues, but your little hot rod
might still have some trade-in value when you are all finished slamming the
breaks off her. Then you can swap with your friends and start all over again.
Of course, you could always hold on to her and hope she becomes a classic,
but I wouldn’t count on it.

Top Right- Armenhammer destroys Tardian homosexual in
drink off while Alyssa Berezneck
displays clown grin.
Bottom Left- Sam Skillz hits
crushing shot... straight into the
ground 5 feet in fron of him. Go
Team!
Bottom Right- First printing of
Koala Sloshball official trading cards. Collect them all kids
as they will be appearing in a
store near you never. This card
features BossDJ, official postionShitshow. But he can sure pound
the shit out of a softball.

I’m on a
motherfucking boat

The Houseboats like that Michael Jackson video, Thriller. You think everything is going to be normal, that you’re just going to float lazily on
this nice river up in Stockton, that you might talk to a girl, or maybe even find some romance. If only you knew that there was a horde of the
undead waiting to devour your liver, you would run, but even when you find out you don’t. Houseboat is like that, but you’re not running
from zombies, you’re just running from the army of debaucherous Board clubbers that are pouring booze down your throat. You don’t really
have a choice, I mean there’s fucking 7 kegs per boat so it’s basically inevitable, it’s going to turn into a drunken, naked shitshow orgy in a
simple matter of time. This lasts all through Memorial Day Weekend, because, you know, the troops or some shit. Rather than relay the entire
experience for 5 Koalas, just follow one of the paths. If there’s a line connecting one box to another, someone experienced those two things in
a row...But we ain’t tellin’ who!

K. Niggorian

Wesside

Stuck in Tracy (the
city, not the person).
Night grows in
excitement when
High School girls
show up at the house.

Armenhammer

Arrive at houseboat
late, arrange for Jer
to extract me from
a dock while piss
drunk.

Hook up with a hippy
with a bush.

MAYOR OF
BLACKOUT
TOWN

Hook up with a black
chick, don’t get
robbed, nor am I a
baby daddy.

Beer Die tournament.
Koala is to drinking
what Sparta was to
killing. DOMINATE.

Your beer die game
goes on for THREE
FUCKING HOURS
and you proceed to
become the...

Use a frying pan to
smash a percodan
and snort it with a red
vine. Then eat the
red vine.

Drink a handle of
Jaeger and attempt to
put my first through a
plate glass window
Stay awake all the
way until Monday and
proceed to get so drunk
that 4/5 friends refuse
to give me a ride home

JRhodesiat

You fuck a...

Show up later than
everyone else but
you’re in the Koala so
you become the...

Snort some E.

TayTayTay

Eat some delicious
mushrooms! The
grass sounds like
chocolate.

Hook up with a hot
Hawaiian girl

Go on land, which has
cows, and attempt to
hunt a...

HIGH ENOUGH
TO THINK JOHN
LEGUIZAMO IS
FUNNY...ALMOST

I WENT ON
HOUSEBOAT AND
ALL I GOT WAS THIS
SHITTY HANDJOB
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1 Fetus- You go in for an abortion, but instead get mauled by protestors
2 Fetuses- Get your abortion but then find out it was Warren Buffet’s, DAMN!
3 Fetuses- You get your abortion and then get to go to a University............ of
Phoenix!
4 Fetii- Go in for an abortion but change your mind, giving birth to the 2031
Koala Editor.
5 Fetuses- You abort the Messiah, confining him to fetus form.
Graduate Student Party

Carson’s Birthday Smashes Bash

It’s Friday afternoon and I get a call from
J-Rhod about some graduate student
party in Price Center Ballroom. Being a
freshman, I’m skeptical about going but
they’ve got a wristband waiting for me,
so what the hell. I walk in and help myself
to some free food from UCSD catering
and ponder why eating food that doesn’t
belong to you always tastes better(+1
star). I am a little hesitant to approach
the bar tender for my first drink, as I have
the angel face of a 12 year old. J-Rhod
and Niggorian tell me to grow a pair, so I
muster my confidence and approach the
open bar. I flash the wristband and ask
for something hoppy, the bartender eats
it up. After I schmooze it up with the
haggard bar tender, I survey the bitchscene to find that the graduate student
women equally haggard(-1star). I now
know why they require 2 open bars at
every GS event(+2 stars), its the only way
I could see myself fucking one of these
androgynous sluts. All graduate student
conversations go the same, especially with
me, which whom they are a bit suspicious
with as I down my fifth glass of Cabernet.
What department are you from? I answer
Bio Engineering (I’m undergrad bioeng).
What am I working with? Nanobots bitch!
That usually shuts them up as most of
them are some stupid sort of Lit major.
I then proceed to decimate their supply
of alcohol. The bartender stares openmouthed as I pound red wine #10 and
ask for another. This is when things start
to get really fun. Board club decides
to rear its ugly, drunken head. 10 plus
boarders show up and we proceed to get
even more shit-housed by challenging the
Grads to a game of flip cup(+1 star). We
bury them. no questions asked. What did
they learn in grad-school? Everything but
how to flip a cup 360 degrees and land it
on a table. I strike up some drunken babel
with 3 Italian grads and one Argentinian drunk fuck. The Italians come off in
the usual Italian fashion, extremely gay
and a bit creepy, while the Argentinian
just stokes his mustache repeatedly. Bar
tender announces they are out of booze,
I am officially the most drunk and most
underage person there, I win. I proclaim
myself a professor with a PhD in intoxication, as I graduate from the GS party on
to the real party, Carson’s, followed by
aforementioned 3 creepy Italian guys(-1/2
star).

I make my way from the graduate student
party to I-house, followed by 3 Italian fairies. Somehow the conversation leads to how
being gay in Italy is perfectly acceptable, I
wonder why the Italian guys decided to bring
this up... They inform me that being gay isn’t
even stigmatic in Italy, and I inform them that
although I agree, this is the kind of conversation that makes being Italian stigmatic in the
United States. As the homoerotic reaches
its, for lack of a better word, climax we
reach Carson’s. Thank God, because I can
barely stand and don’t think I could fend
off all three of these Italian dudes. I get to
the party, the girls are already tanked and
dancing, perfect!(+2 stars) I grab some of
the purple punch sitting on the table, bad
idea. Its stronger than Barry Bonds after his
tenth injection. Everything gets a bit fuzzy. I
end up in an unknown bed with an unknown
blond (+1 Star). Things get VERY fuzzy. Fuzziness immediately turns to clarity as J-Rhod
busts into the room, pulls my naked ass out
of bed and begins paddling me mercilessly(-1/2
star). I rush, half naked, to the sink where I
projectile vomit around 20 UCSD catering
wine-stained egg rolls into the sink(+1 star).
Niggorian affectionately caries me to the
couch where my night concludes.(+1 star) for
blankets and pillow.

Koala SunGod Waterslide
The administration tried to foil our slide of
debauchery by blocking off all the hose faucets, but Koalas don’t play fucking games
bitch!(-1/2 star). As soon as we got the slide
flowing, the boobies started popping out left
and right (+2 Stars). Then the brownest nipple
of all came out, Marcia Strong. She informed
us that we had to shut the slide down, but
as I said before, we don’t let shit stop us,
especially not big, brown wet blankets like
Marcia. The motorcycle cop caravan rode
up, much to Marcia’s delight, and then rode
straight past, much to our’s (+1 1/2 stars).
The slide kept going even when they tried to
shut off all the water to the entire Vis. Arts
building. We just pulled out the Koala bucket
and I started singing spirituals to Marcia as
I continued to manually soak the slide to
the delight of the enormous crowd that had
gathered at its top. The Koala slide never
got shut down and everyone had an awesome
fucking time, making this the only thing we
have done all year that everyone loved. (+1
star).

Look, the
year is
basically
over and
if you’re
cool in any
way shape
or form
you’ve
seen us at a
party.
We’ll see
you fuckers next
year, but if
you wanna
invite us to
something
over the
Summer,
like your
sister’s bat
mitzvah,
email editor@koala.
ucsd.edu

Personals
We didn’t write these personals...We gave a bunch of ayahuasca to kids from Preuss and recorded their ramblings whille rubbing their anuses.
Seriously, you’d be surprised what those little shits will say.

To the hot stud with the camo
wayfarers:
Please take me out of Spanish
1D and fuck me in the center
hall bathroom. I want you to
tear up my pussy.
To the stranger I met last night,
thank you for the BEST sex of
my life!
-Left hand

“Jumbo” cry like a little bitch on
national TV. Maybe they can
change his name to “Jumbo
Bitch” Go back to Norcal and
quit talking shit to people that
know what they are talking
about. See you in another 16
years when we dominate you
again!
Love,
Aztec Hockey fan
P.S. Tell your fat buddy to lose
some weight and lace up a pair
of skates for tryouts next year.

Fuck all of you people who sit
down and read a book in front
Ryan W, the guy in his third
of a computer in the library
year. You are NOT CUTE, you
that you aren’t using. I had to
are NOT COOL, and you are NOT
walk the perimeter of the SSH
TALENTED. You have a small
library just to see you huddled
penis and you creep on girls
in the corner-face in book-with
CONSTANTLY. I’d kick you in
absolutely nothing on your
your bent and transparent cock,
computer screen, and then
but it’s too small of a target to
stand up at the computers at
hit. You are a disgusting waste
the fucking front of the libe to
of human life.
write this shit. Fuck you. After
-Every girl you ever creeped
I write this I’m going to turn
on!!!
around and straddle your feeble
asian body so you cant get up
The lists are the worst part of
and shit on your lap and pee all
the newspaper. Please think of
over your eyes so that you can something better to put there. If
see how pissed I am. After that
not then here’s my list:
Ill wipe my dirty hole with the
book your reading and shove
Top 5 ways to know you have an
the pages up your ass because
STD.
you are so full of shit for wasting
1. You fucked someone from
space in the library. Eat me out
SDSU.
bitch!
2. You’re in a fraternity.
R Willis: You are a creeper.
You are also not talented.
3. You’re in a sorority.
Your penis is also incredibly
unsatisfying. Boooo
4. Who cares, the point is fuck
SDSU, fuck frats and fuck the
Dear Sharks fan faggots from
girls in sororities.
the 3am night at Senor Panchos
1st semester,
5. Actually don’t fuck them
unless you want the HIV.
TOLD YOU BITCHES!!!!!!!
The 8th seeded Ducks just
Said Chancellor Mary Anne Fox
dominated your asses and gave
“I love sucking sophomore
you an early summer! The
cocks.
Sharks will never win a Stanley
The jun’rs and sen’rs
Cup during their existence. You
Have pitiful wieners,
just witnessed classic Sharks
And freshman are limp like wet
Chokefest hockey. It was
socks.”
great watching your super star

Top Five Peanuts Specials That
Never Aired:
1. The Charlie Brown and Snoop
Dogg Shizzle.
2. Charlie Brown’s SteroidPopping All-Stars
3. A Charlie Brown Auschwitz
4. He’s a Bull Dyke, Charlie
Brown
5. It’s the Great Blumpkin,
Charlie Brown

Your
chances
of getting
laid over
summer are
so low, if
you actually
manage
to have
a reason
to write a
personal, I
will buy you
a beer. And
by “buy” I
mean drink
one infront
of you.

